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The present investigation deals with the roles values and personality play in the course 
of friendship development. A six-month longitudinal study of same-sex, college 
roommates' friendship was conducted. Three separate issues were addressed in the 
attempt to explain inconsistent findings in previous research, namely, (1) the 
distinction between actual vs. perceived similarity effects, (2) the influence of socially 
desirable dimensions (angel effects) on relationship growth, and (3) the 
conceptualization of friendship at individual level vs. in dyadic level. A total of 131 
pairs of roommates were included for the final data analyses. A considerable 
discrepancy between actual and perceived similarity was reported, with generally more 
variance of friendship strength explained by the perceived effects. The implications of 
$i 
each similarity effect and their functions in relationship development were discussed. 
Furthermore, the perceived angel effect, which accounted for 40% of the variance of 
friendship strength, has demonstrated its significance in same-sex friendship, indicating 
that a stronger relationship was often characterized by higher perceived partner's 
ratings on the socially desirable personality traits. Finally, the comparison between the 
findings based on individual friendship analyses and dyadic level analyses (reciprocated 
friendship and reciprocated non-friendship) generally supported the argument that 
conceptualizations of friendship at different levels produce different results and finally 





How Friendship develops out of Personality and Values: A Study of 
Interpersonal Attraction in Chinese Culture 
Research in the past decade on interpersonal relationships has provided 
valuable knowledge as well as a myriad of unsolved questions (Blieszner & Adams, 
1992). Studies on attitudinal similarity and initial attraction were largely reported in 
the 70s; scholars in the 80s moved beyond the laboratory and attempted to both 
broaden and deepen the realm of their investigation. Variables ranging from similarity 
in physical attractiveness to personality to socioeconomic status have all been included 
in the prediction of relationship development (see Byme, 1992 for a review). 
Relationships from initial same-sex acquaintance to romantic love to broken marriage 
(Hendrick & Hendrick, 1989) have also been under carefully examined. 
t 
Along with these diverse interests and approaches come a pile of inconsistent 
results, so that agreement in the study of interpersonal relationship is rare. The power 
of similarity in real life relationship development has often been challenged 
(Brochner,1991; Sunnafrank, 1992). Although Byrne's laboratory findings were 
confirmed by several researchers (Duck, 1973; Berscheid, 1985) in their real life 
research, others, however, have reported only weak correlation between friends' 
attitudes (Kandel, 1978), and some even demonstrated that friends' attitudes are 
unrelated (Werner & Pamlelee, 1979; Wright & Crawford, 1971). This inconsistent 
picture sustains when attention is shifted from attitude to other aspects such as 
m» 
personality and values. For instance, Duck(1977) has shown that a considerable 
« 
similarity effects of personality can be found in friendship pairs. However, Ajzen 
(1974), using MMPI as the personality measures, failed to confirm this finding. For 
values, Newcomb's (1961) study of values first evidenced that values similarity is the 
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predictor of attraction. But latter research agreed that value is important only to later 
relationship development (Berg, 1984; Duck & Craig，1978) Apparently, research on 
interpersonal relationship nowadays can no longer rely on the simple assertion that 
similarity induces attraction - advancements in both theoretical and methodological 
grounds are demanded p^eimeyer & Mitchell, 1988). 
One kind of interpersonal relationship, friendship has demonstrated its 
significance in both daily life and academic research. It is perhaps the most widely 
engaged relationship. To many individuals, it is the important source of social support. 
When asked to name their closest relationships, 36% of subjects in study identified 
friendship as their most intimate relationship, just second to romantic love (Berscheid, 
Snyder, & Omoto，1984). However, the fact that friendship suffered from a loosely 
M 
bound and unclear definition makes study of it a difficult task. 
While the objective of the present study is simple, it is also an ambitious 
attempt - to identify, separate, and understand different effects which contribute to 
friendship development. In other words, it is hoped that by addressing the different 
effects and variables, separately as well as collectively, previously inconsistent results 
can be explained and a clearer picture of friendship development can be drawn. 
Furthermore, most models and theories of friendship have been formulated in Western 
cultures on the basis of a very restricted sampling, i.e. White, middle class, college 
students. Generalizability of such models has thus often been questioned (Sharon & . 
0» 
Amir, 1987). Thus an extension to the non-Western culture provides an ideal testing 
I 
ground for these Western theories. Here, we are interested in learning how individuals' 
value orientation and perception of personality traits relate to friendship development 
at different stages of acquaintance. The link between similarity, socially desirable 
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characters and attraction, in terms ofboth actual and perceived measures in Chinese 
culture, will be explored. 
In Search ofFriendship Components 
When investigations of interpersonal relationship move towards real life, 
concepts which were originally used in the laboratory such as 'attractiveness', 'liking' 
are still adopted as the major dependent variables. Very often, they are used to indicate 
the degrees of attraction in a relationship or sometimes even generalized to reflect the 
strength of the relationship (Byme, 1971; Curry & Emerson, 1970; McCarthy, 1981; 
Newcomb, 1961). Although in the daily life, these terms are often used interchangeably 
and treated as synonyms, assuming the same practice in academic research can result in 
confusion and misunderstanding. Despite the fact that these variables are indispensable 
n 
parts of relationship strength, they can hardly be sufficient to represent the whole 
concept. Friendship, obviously, is more than simple liking and attraction. 
Researchers with different backgrounds have different preferences in choosing 
the components of friendship measures, thus resulting in different sampling of 
friendship. In doing so, direct comparison of their empirical findings is extremely 
difficult, if not impossible. Therefore, in the attempt to reveal a more comprehensive 
picture of friendship and obtain a reliable measure, this introduction begins with the 
conceptualization of friendship and the sampling of proper elements in its 
measurement. 
• • 
A considerable amount of effort has been devoted to understanding the 
I 
processes ofinterpersonal relationships. Few studies, however, were found to clarify 
the concept itself (Johnson, 1989; Knapp & Harwood, 1977). This can be partly 
attributed to the lack of clear definition. The first or perhaps the most challenging part 
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in measuring friendship is to give it a precise definition. No single agreement on this 
issue is available. In fact, friendship is such a broad and diffused concept that any 
attempts to impose a strict definition on it, seem inappropriate. Its domain is so wide 
that it stretches from childhood playmates to business partnerships. People tend to use 
different means and emphases to describe their friendships, for instance, men 
emphasize working values and women affection (Blieszner & Adams, 1992), therefore, 
making it hard to precisely locate friendship along the spectrum of interpersonal 
relationship. Mills & Clarks (1982), for instance, proposed two types of relationships 
-communal and exchange. They indicated that members in the communal relationships 
benefit one another on the basis of concem for each other, e.g. romantic love. On the 
other hand, individuals involved in exchange relationships, such as those in working 
n 
relationships, benefit from each other in response to specific rewards, either received in 
the past or anticipated in the future. Friendship, however seems involve both features. 
Although there is no consensus on the conceptualization of friendship, some 
important elements have been isolated (Davis & Todd, 1982; La Gaipa, 1977; 
Furman, 1984; Wright, 1969). In their review of prototypes of friendship, David & 
Todd (1985, p.35) examined a number of studies which differ in the paradigms 
adopted and in theories on which they are based (Davis & Todd, 1982; La Gaipa, 
1977; Furman, 1984; Wright, 1969). Using the multi-dimensional relationship 
assessment procedures, David and Todd summarized eight friendship components 
• • 
which can be consistently identified in most of the studies involved, although 
• 
sometimes with different labels. They are namely, Authenticity, Affection, Intimate 
disclosure, Receiving assistance, Reliable alliance, Companionship, Self respect, and 
Conflict. Although whether these eight dimensions constitute an exhaustive list of 
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friendship components still awaits proof, their significance in friendship has been 
empirically validated. 
Of the instruments used in previous studies, the Acquaintance Description 
Form (ADF) constructed by Wright (1969) provides a clearer understanding of the 
friendship dimensions, for it is the only measure that includes all eight dimensions and a 
clear definition is provided for each. So, it is instructive to review Wright's (1969; 
1978) model of friendship in order to get a better understanding of its components. 
"Friendship", as Wright states i t , “is an investment of self which includes the 
commitments centered around a personalized interest in the other person, along with 
the time, energy, and other personal resources expended in their interaction. In return, 
people expect rewards from their relationships" (p.l96). Five rewards are 
M 
incorporated in this model, namely utility value (Receiving assistance), ego support 
value (Confiding), stimulation value (Affection)，self-affirmation (Self respect) and 
security value (Reliable alliance). Accordingly, these are the self-referent rewards that 
a subject may attribute to an associate. Two dimensions concerning Conflicts in 
relationship were also included, namely, the difficult to maintain-situational and -
personal. Another important aspect of the theory involves the concept of friendship 
strength which are characterized by voluntary interaction (Companionship) and a 
personalistic focus on the part of each person in the relationship (Authenticity). The 
former refers to the amount of time friends are willing to spend with each other in the . 
• • 
absence of external pressures or constraints, the latter refers to the extent individuals 
• 
respond to one another as unique and irreplaceable in the relationship (Wright, 1978). 
Thus, a strong friendship is always marked by a high level of voluntary 
interdependence and valuirrg of the other person. Indeed, this corroborates Hay's 
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(1989) findings that closer friends interact more frequently than causal friends. A subtle 
relationship among these dimensions is delineated by Wright (1978), thereby forming 
his model of friendship. However, the discussion ofhis theory is beyond the scope of 
this study which mainly focuses on the identification of important friendship 
components. 
In the present investigation, the ADF is the major measure of friendship. It 
should be noted that, as the objective of this study is to understand how partner's value 
and personality influence friendship development, emphasis is not put on the validation 
of the ADF or Wright's friendship model. 
Individual vs. Dyadic Level Conceptualization ofFriendship. 
All sorts of relationships involve more than one person, and can thus be 
n 
conceptualized either individually or collectively. Friendship can either be measured at 
the individual level by referring to individual's self-report rating (Berg, 1984; Hays, 
1985, Kandel, 1978)，with higher a rating denoting a stronger relationship, or at the 
dyadic level with the added criterion that friends should be similar in their reported 
friendship ratings (Duck, 1975; McCarthy & Duck, 1979). While an individual's 
perception of friendship strength (or attractiveness rating) is a subjective judgment, 
similar perceptions between friends may or may not occur. Normally, those pairs who 
both report a high level of strength of friendship are labeled as “reciprocated friends", 
whereas those pairs who show great discrepancy in their agreements are often named , 
»» 
"unreciprocated friends" (Lea, 1979). 
• 
Whether or not friendship should be conceptualized in the individual level or 
dyadic level is seldom explicitly discussed and is still subjected to debate. However, 
some researchers have assumed that the nature of reciprocity is a common sense 
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understanding of friendship (Lea & Duck, 1982; Homans, 1961). As Kenny & La 
Voie stated (1982), "These common sense propositions about reciprocity of 
interpersonal attraction and continuing social reciprocity over time are central 
principles of several theoretical viewpoints, including social exchange theories and 
cognitive consistency or balance theories.，，(p.54). On the other hand, many 
researchers, who either disagree on or simply ignore this notion, prefer to understand 
friendship in the eyes of individuals' own perception (Carli, Ganley & Otay, 1991; 
Deutsch, Sullivan, Sage, & Basile, 1991; Hays, 1985). 
It is be speculated that the inconsistencies of some friendship studies can 
actually be due to different conceptualizations, which consequently dictate different 
"samplings" of friendships, and thus result in different research conclusions being 
n 
drawn. Therefore, investigation based on both individual and dyadic level will be 
included in the present study and direct comparison will be made in the attempt to shed 
some light on this potential source of inconsistencies. 
Similarity Effects 
The issue of similarity-attraction has gained so much attention in the study of 
interpersonal relationships that sometimes it is regarded as the most well-established 
and well-known finding in interpersonal studies (Berscheid & Walster, 1983; Cappella 
& Palmer，1990; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1972). However, along with popularity, Byrne's 
classical studies of attitude similarity-attraction have also attracted a lot ofcriticisms . _ 
(Rosenbaum, 1986; Sunnafrank, 1983; Sunnafrank&Miller, 1981). The inconsistent 
• 
findings reported in those studies which attempted to validate the notion of similarity-
attraction in real life situations have suggested that this phenomenon was merely an 
experimental artifact, lacking in external validity (Sunnafrank, 1992). 
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In response to this comment, Byrne (1992) maintained that what has been 
demonstrated in the laboratory is just a simple relation between similarity and 
attraction with all other factors controlled. In a real life situation, this similarity effect 
is subjected to the influences of many other factors. Moreover, Byrne (1992) also 
asserted that “ attitudes were never considered to be the only, the most pervasive, or 
the most powerful determination of attraction" (p.l92). What seems crucial in Byrne's 
fmdings is the similarity-attraction effect itself rather than the attitude similarity-
attraction effect. 
Following this argument, two questions are raised. First, it is interesting to 
know in what way the similarity effect is influenced in real life. Does the lack of 
consistent results reported in the previous research suggest that there is no similarity 
•* 
effect in real life, or is it just confounded by other some factors? If similarity effects do 
exist, similar in what aspects can best predict relationship development? In the next 
sections, these two questions will be addressed in detail. 
Actual vs. Perceived Similarity 
In explaining the findings ofhis attitude studies, Byrne (1973 ) proposed the 
notion of consensual validation which indicates a reinforcement-affect model. 
Accordingly, it is reinforcing to interact with someone who shares the same attitude 
with us, because through this processes, our own view is confirmed and validated, and 
our self-esteem is boosted and finally attraction results. 
• • 
As this hypothesis was gaining acceptance, the focus of similarity-attraction 
• • 
studies went beyond attitudes and shifted to other areas like personality, values etc. 
(Berg, 1984; Duck, 1973, Newcomb, 1961). However, results ofthese studies seldom 
concur (Berg, 1981;Duck,-1973; Kandel, 1978;Wright&Crawford, 1971).Amuch 
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weaker and inconsistent picture emerged. While criticisms have often been made of the 
experimental setting of Byrne's studies, suggesting the lack of external validity, there 
may be a more fundamental issue needing attention before one can pronounce the 
death of the similarity-attraction effect (Bochner, 1991) - the distinction between the 
perceived and "actual" similarity effect. 
Byrne's major focus in his early studies is attitude (Byme, 1971; Byrne & 
Griffitt, 1973), or more precisely attitude similarity. When compared with constructs 
like personality or values, attitude has a distinct advantage in its observability and 
accessibility. In fact, in most ofByme's studies, subjects were presented with a 
stranger or a fictitious person's attitude profile which was actually generated based on 
the subjects' own attitude ratings. The degree of similarity could, therefore, be 
« 4 
manipulated (Byrne, 1973). In other words, subjects' perceptions of the stranger were 
easily shaped by the experimenters. Once a person's attitudes are stated, they become 
public. There is not much ambiguity and confusion on this point. Perhaps, it is for this 
reason that Byrne did not separate the perceived and actual similarity effects in his 
studies. In fact, Hoyle (1993), in his attempt to solve the controversy between the 
similarity-attraction vs. repulsion hypothesis (Rosenbaum, 1986), revealed that 
whether "actual similarity" produces attraction is actually mediated by subjects' 
perception of similarity. In other words, a key determining step ofByrne's studies lies 
on how effectively they manipulate subjects' perception. 
• • 
However, a different picture may emerge for deeper, less observable variables. 
• _ 
First ofall, unlike attitudes, value orientations and personality are seldom explicitly 
stated or discussed. It takes longer for one to learn one's friends' value orientation and 
personality. Compounding the difficulty is the fact that a considerable discrepancy 
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between self and peer perception is often found, especially at the initial acquaintance 
(Yik, 1993). Unless actual and perceived ratings can be proved to agree closely, it 
becomes necessary to investigate how each of them relates to friendship. 
While most researchers have failed to acknowledge the difference between 
perceived and actual similarity, those who have done so tend to downplay the 
importance of perceived effects (Duck, 1973). When incompatible results were found, 
perceived similarity was often interpreted as the consequence of distorted perceptions 
and was concluded to be not "accurate". However, Byme's portrayal of consensual 
validation seems to support the importance of perceived rather than "actual" similarity. 
That is, in order to induce attraction, similarity needs to be reinforcing (Duck & 
Barnes, 1992) and this relies on the person's subjective perception of this similarity. 
« 4 
Supporting evidence can be traced in various studies fNewcomb，1961, Emerson & 
Curry, 1970; Hill & Stull, 1981). Newcomb (1961), in his study offriendship 
development of previously unacquainted residents in a college boarding house, has 
shown that only perceived value similarity was related to reports ofliking at the initial 
stage. Over time, actual value similarity became more important although weak and 
always less important than the perceived effects. Similar findings have been reported by 
Hill and Stull (1981) in their longitudinal of study same sex friendship. 
Thus, in order to examine the contribution of similarity effect to real life • 
friendship development, both actual and perceived similarity effects will be investigated 
in the present study. Direct comparison between them will also be made so as to • 
understand how they relate to each other. 
Similar in What Respect? 
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Unlike the subjects in the experimental setting whose attention is often directed 
to a certain aspect, people in their daily lives are exposed to abundant amount of 
stimuli and it is both unnecessary and impractical for friends to be similar in 
everything. Thus, the question of similarity in which specific dimensions promotes 
relationship development becomes an important issue in the current interpersonal 
research. 
It is argued that only those constructs which are meaningful to the individual 
have impact on relationships. Thus, being similar in some insignificant aspects does not 
guarantee attraction in real life relationships (McCarthy, 1981). As Duck (1994) puts 
it, "Partners do not need a full picture of each other, they only need a workable one" 
(p.lOO). In certain relationships, similarities in some aspects have stronger effects than 
n 
those in the other. Lea & Duck (1982), for instance, demonstrated that friend pairs, 
when compared with nominal pairs, were more similar in important and uncommon 
values rather than rejected, neutral, or common values. It is argued that these 
uncommon and important values are more important to friendship, as they provide 
unique and irreplaceable rewards during the process of social exchange. 
The idea that different kinds of similarity effects carry unequal weight to 
relationship development was further supported by a recent research of ideal 
friendships (Cheng, Bond, & Chan, 1995). They found that individuals do not expect 
their ideal friends to be similar in all eight personality dimensions measured; instead 
• “ 
ideal friends were only expected to be similar in Openness, Extroversion, and 
書 
Emotional Stability. Therefore, it is both important and necessary to identify those 
dimensions which are salient in relationship development. 
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However, previous studies tended to obtain a global measure of similarity 
effect, with all the dimensions of one measure, say values, collapsed together. In 
doing so, the interpretation of the results is simplified but the implications of specific 
dimensions remain unknown. Therefore, in order to understand how and why 
similarity effects influence friendship development, it is instructive to examine the 
effects produced by specific domains. The following two sections briefly discuss the 
guidelines for searching these domains. 
Similarity in External vs. Internal elements. Duck (1994), in his recent studies 
of communication, distinguished two types of elements in a relationship, namely 
external and internal. Accordingly, the former refers to those elements which do not 
bear direct relation to the relationship. Typical examples are political views, and each 
•i 
individual's past experiences. On the other hand, variables with direct linkage to the 
relationship such as one's beliefs about the relationship, how should one treat each 
other, how time, work and leisure should be managed are grouped into the second 
category. Monsour (1994) argued further that similarity in the internal elements has 
more influence on relationship development, given by its direct application and 
relevancy to this particular relationship. Therefore, it is useful to identify those internal 
elements so as to provide better predictions of friendship by similarity effects. 
Relationship development. Like all other relationships, friendship is a dynamic, 
evolutionary process. There is no reason to assume that given factors play the same _ 
roles across different stages of friendship. Many theorists have argued that the salience 
• 
ofdifferent personal characteristics changes in the course of friendship development 
(Argyle & Henderson, 1984; Blieszner & Adams, 1992; Duck, 1991; Duck & Craig， 
1978; Duck&Sants, 1983). Forinstance,Blankenship,Hnat,Hess&Brown(1984), 
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in their four-year longitudinal study of friendship, found that similarity was an 
important predictor of continuing friendship among medical students, but that the basis 
of similarity shifted over time. In examining the process of consensual validation. 
Duck & Craig (1978), in elaborating the Filtering Hypothesis, argued that those more 
accessible features such as attitudes will elicit impersonal attraction during the period 
of initial encounter, whereas those less accessible but deeper constructs like personality 
and values will be influential after the relationship has reached a more intimate level. 
Therefore, the length of acquaintance is another factor to be taken into consideration 
understanding the similarity effect. 
"Angel" Effects 
Would an individual who possesses "angelic" characteristics like being helpful, 
ii 
caring, sincere, honest make him/her more attractive? Our common sense knowledge 
and academic findings (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1972; Posavac & Pasko，1974; Stalling, 
1970) alike suggest a positive answer. Posavac and Pasko (1974), for instance found 
that American college students were not only attracted to those are similar to 
themselves but also reported greater attraction to strangers who possessed socially 
desirable characteristics. This is consistent with our daily experience in that we are 
often more attracted to people with positive traits than negative ones (Chaplain & 
Anderson, 1973). In a study of ideal intimate, Cheng et al. (1994) found that Chinese 
college students want their ideal female friends to be more helpful and the ideal male 
«• 
friends to be more extroverted, assertive, and high in application. It is argued that 
« 
people are generally reward-seeking and punishment-avoiding creatures who try to 
maximize their rewards and minimize their punishments. Processing these positive 
traits may have some implications in the friendship that make them attractive 
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irrespective of similarity. For example, we like to interact with a helpfiil person 
because we may expect to benefit from this trait during the interaction (Clore & 
Kerber, 1978). However, this issue has received scant attention in the study of 
interpersonal relationship. 
Although the notion that a socially desirable character induces attraction seems 
to too trivial to discuss, the fact that this effect can always combines with the similarity 
effect to produce an unclear result is, however, a noteworthy issue. When given a 
choice, whether a person would prefer his friend to be more similar to himself or to 
have more desirable characters independent ofhis own is not an easy question. In fact, 
several studies have demonstrated that similarity effects are always confounded by 
social desirability (Ajzen, 1974; Posavac & Pasko, 1974). Therefore, it is necessary to 
« ' 
at least control the social desirability of the similarity effects in one's study in order to 
have a justified claim that similarity, not the desirability, produces attraction. 
Furthermore, it is argued that the study of the socially desirable characters itself 
can help understand more about relationship development. In the present study, the 
term ‘Angel effect，refers to the effect of a particular personal characteristic that 
facilitates friendship development. Like similarity effects, angel effects can be separated 
into "actual" and "perceived" effects based on self-reported ratings and other 
perceived ratings, respectively. It is hoped that by including these effects，a more 




The Present Investigation 
A two-wave, longitudinal study of previously unacquainted, same sex, 
roommate friendship was conducted. The complete study lasted for six months. Major 
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dependent variables were subjects' self perceived and perceived roommates' 
personality and value orientation, measured by the Sino-American Person Perception 
Scale (SAPPS) (Yik & Bond, 1993) and the Schwartz Value Survey (SVS) (Schwartz, 
1992), respectively. Wright's Acquaintance Description Form (Wright, 1991) was 
used to access roommate's friendship strength at both stages. 
Terminology 
Self - Self Congruence (S-S C). Although widely used, the term ‘actual 
similarity' is somewhat misleading. When compared with 'perceived rating’，the term 
"actual" seems to endorse an unspoken meaning of'real similarity', while the former 
is not so real. Duck (1973) has compared actual and perceived similarity effects and 
concluded that friends tend to overestimate their (perceived) similarity compared to 
n 
non- friends. In fact, in most studies the so-called ‘actual similarity' is calculated from 
the difference between two individuals' self ratings (Curry & Emerson, 1970; Hill & 
Stull, 1981). So, a higher score indicates a larger discrepancy between individuals' self 
perceptions of particular variables. Indeed, there is no evidence, either empirical or 
theoretical, to suggest that self reports are more accurate than perceived reports. 
Therefore, it is inappropriate to label the so called "actual similarity effect" as superior 
or more real than the perceived counterpart without providing solid proof. Following 
this argument, the ‘actual similarity' effect is named as Self-Self Convergence (S-S C) 
so as to provide a more precise nomenclature for this measurement. 
• • 
Self - Perceived Other Congruence (S-PO C). Along with the above change, 
• 
the "perceived similarity" is called Self-Perceived Other Congruence (S-PO C) to 
establish a parallel naming. It refers to the difference between one's own self report 
rating and the perceived target rating measured on the same dimension. Although 
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there may exist some linkages between the S-PO C and S-S C, it is speculated that 
they basically reflect different psychological processes. Therefore, separate analyses 
will be conducted to unveil their different impacts on friendship. 
Self-Rated Angel (S-R A) effect & Perceived-Other Angel (P-0 A) effect. 
Following the similarity effects categorization, the Angel effect is also divided into two 
categories. The Self-Rated Angel (S-R A) effect refers to the subject's self- perception 
on a particular domain, while the Perceived Other Angel (P-0 A) effect indicates the 
subject's perception ofhis/her roommate's character. 
Hypotheses 
The hypotheses formulated in the following section mainly concem the 
separate effects of each variable on friendship. The way these effects interact with each 
•* 
other, while important to the main objective of the present study, is however difficult 
to anticipate. Therefore, as this study is essentially a first attempt to empirically unveil 
these effects altogether, no specific hypotheses can yet be stated, but full exploration 
will be made. 
Universal vs. specific internal elements. Although the distinction between the 
internal and external elements helps to explain why and how different variables 
influence friendship development differently (Duck, 1994), the problem that what 
could be the internal elements is however complicated for the reason that one variable 
can be exterior to one relationship but interior to the other. For instance, similarity in 
•« 
working attitudes may be the important determinant of the success of business 
I 
partnerships, but not friendships among sport athletes. Therefore, it seems quite 
difficult to make a general statement that similarity in certain dimensions helps to 
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promote relationship development, without indicating the specific relationship under 
investigation. 
However, it is argued that some elements are so universal that they can always 
be categorized as internal elements. In other words, they are important to almost every 
kind of personal relationships. Two such elements are proposed - Benevolence (SVS) 
and Helpfulness (SAPPS). As these two elements concem the welfare of the 
individuals involved in the relationship, especially for close others, it is hypothesized 
that being similar in these two aspects generally helps to promote a relationship 
(Hypothesis I). 
Of course, there are other aspects that may be particularly important to the 
college roommate friendship. Similarity in the dimensions ofExtroversion (SAPPS) 
$t 
and Hedonism (SVS), which relate to activity preferences, are expected to be 
important to college friendship. Since there is no direct support for this speculation, no 
formal hypothesis is stated in this study. 
Angel effects. As the inclusion of angel effects in the present study is basically 
an exploratory attempt, hypotheses can only be limited to the perceived angel effects 
for which relative more empirical and theoretical support is available. However, Self-
Rated Angel (S-R A) effects will be included in the analyses. 
With respect to Cheng et al.'s (1995) study of ideal friendship, it is 
hypothesized that only those most desirable, reported personality traits will be essential . 
• • 
to real life friendship, namely the Helpfulness, Intellect, Application, and Extroversion 
I 
(Hypothesis II). 
Changes across the friendship development. At the initial acquaintance, 
roommates have little information about each other, so only their self-report ratings 
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were collected. As the traits included the SAPPS are more observable than those value 
domains in SVS, following Duck's filtering hypothesis (Duck, 1973), it is speculated 
that S-S C of the personality traits reported at Timel predicts friendship strength at 
Time 2 better than S-S C of values 
As the period of acquaintance increases, S-S C2 of both personality traits and 
value orientation at Time 2 are expected to contribute positively to friendship strength 
at the same stage (Hypothesis III). 
Individual vs. dvadic level friendship. Direct comparison on this issue is scarce. 
However, Lea, in his validation of the filtering hypothesis (1979), argued 
unreciprocated friendship (which was defined as a relationship where A names B as his 
friend, but B does not name A), is a less fully developed mutual relationship and less 
“ 
similarity should be expected in these pairs when compared to the reciprocated pairs. 
Therefore, in light of this argument, it is hypothesized that more similarity effects will 
be found in the friendship conceptualized at the dyadic level, which involves only the 
reciprocated friendship and reciprocated non-friendship, than the similarity effects 
found in friendship at individual level which also includes the unreciprocated friendship 
(Hypothesis IV). But exactly how will these two types of friendship differ in effects 
awaits exploration. 
Method 
A six month longitudinal study of friendship was conducted in investigating . 
friendship development. Two phases of data collection were involved, the first stage 
• 
began at Time 1 (T1, mid-September, 1994)，the beginning of the academic term in 
Hong Kong. Six months later, the second phase followed in mid-March (Time 2; T2). 
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The period of each data collection was limited to one week, so as to minimize the 
possible discrepancies in measuring the acquaintance level. 
For two reasons this particular period was chosen. First, more newly formed 
roommate pairs were available at the beginning of the school term. Therefore, the 
recruitment process was facilitated. As the impacts on friendship from a given variable 
varies with different stages of friendship development (Duck & Craig, 1978), it is 
important to keep the acquaintance level under control. Second, mid-March was as a 
natural term break for the subjects when they had finished their examinations and so 
their time pressure was greatly reduced. Moreover, a significant acquaintance effect of 
a six-month duration has been demonstrated in previous studies (Lea & Duck, 1982)， 
suggesting it is an appropriate period for studying of friendship development. 
$i 
Subjects 
All subjects were same-sex college roommates sharing a double room in one of 
the campus dormitories of either the Chinese University ofHong Kong or the Hong 
Kong University. To ensure that freshly acquainted pairs were involved, only those 
pairs who reported knowing each other for less than one month were recruited. At the 
end of Sept., 1994, 174 pairs of roommates participated voluntarily in the study. Most 
of them were first year college students. Sex pairs were approximately balanced, with 
78 male pairs and 96 female pairs. The average length of our subjects acquaintance 
was 18 days and their ages ranged from 18 to 25. 
•« 
One hundred and thirty-one pair of roommates remained at T2. The most 
• 
common reason for dropping out of the study was that one of the roommates had 
moved out of the dormitories for various consideration. No intemal swapping reports 




All the measurements used in this study were in Chinese, the subjects' native 
language. The Chinese version of Acquaintance Description From (ADF) (Wright, 
1991)，the Schwartz Value Survey (SVS) (Schwartz, 1992), and the Sino American 
Person Perception Scale (SAPPS) (Yik & Bond，1993) were adopted. The first two 
were the translated versions of the original English instruments, while the last one was 
an indigenously derived questionnaire. The psychometric properties of all these 
measures are all well documented and have been proved to be valid in the areas they 
attempted to measure. 
At T1, subjects were required to answer the ADF, SVS, and SAPPS 
corresponding to their judgment of the relationship, their own value orientation and 
»t 
their perception of their own personality respectively. Besides, efforts were also made 
to collect the subject's perceived roommate ratings at this stage, but a considerable 
number of subjects refused to do so for the reason of not knowing their roommates 
well. Therefore, only self-ratings were collected at this stage. 
At T2, in addition to the measures they made in T1, subjects were also 
required to rate their perception of their roommate's value orientation and personality 
using the same set of measures. In both cases, the sequence of the questionnaires 
was randomized and stapled together to avoid possible order effects. 
Acquaintance Descriptive Form (ADF-F2). The Chinese translated ADF-F2 
_ 
was employed at both T1 and T2 as the dependent measure. The translation process 
involved translating the original English version of ADF-F2 into Chinese by a bilingual 
student and the back translation of the Chinese version into English by another 
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bilingual. In order to produce a culturally equivalent instrument, necessary 
modifications were made. 
Altogether, there are 14 scales in the ADF-F2，aiming to capture the most 
important aspects friendship. Each scale consists of 5 items measured on 7 point 
Likert-type scales. Although subjects had to complete all 14 scales, only 10 appeared 
to be important to the present investigation. These 10 scales, collectively called "basic 
scales" by Wright (1991) which included two friendship strength scales (Voluntary 
Interdependence and Person Qua Person), five scales of different rewards perceived in 
a relationship (Affirmation value, Utility value, Ego support value, Stimulation value, 
Security value), two maintenance scales measuring tension or strain (Maintenance 
Difficulty Personal and Maintenance Difficulty Situational), and a global General 
*i 
Favorability factor (Wright, 1991). The definitions of all the 14 scales are given in 
Appendix I. 
Sino American Person Perception Scale (SAPPSV The short form of SAPPS, 
with 32 bipolar adjective checklists measured on a 7 point scales, was adopted. 
Originally developed from both the Western Five Factor model (McCrae & Costa, 
1987)，and the indigenous Chinese adjective checklists (Yang & Bond, 1990), SAPPS 
has demonstrated its reliability and comprehensives in tapping Chinese personality 
perception in various studies (Cheng, Bond & Chan, 1994; Luk & Bond, 1992; Yik & 
Bond, 1993). This instrument has also been validated for both measuring selfand 
• • 
other perception in Chinese culture (Yik, 1993). 
• 
The main function of this instrument is to provide Chinese subjects with a 
comprehensive measure of socially perceived personality characteristics which are 
embedded into eight dimensions : Emotional Stability, Restraint, Application, 
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Openness to Experience, Assertiveness, Helpfulness, Restraint, and Intellect (Appendix 
II). 
Schwartz Value Survey (SVSV To obtain a comprehensive measure of values, 
the previously formulated Schwartz Value Survey (SVS) was adopted (Schwartz. 
1992). Subjects are required to indicated the importance of 56 items on a 7 point scale 
as their basic principles in guiding their life. This instrument is considered as a more 
general, comprehensive measure of value when compared with the instruments which 
only ask for opinion on specific events or issues (e.g. Braithwaite & Scott> 1978 ). In 
addition, the SVS also has been translated in various languages. (Schwartz & Bilsky， 
1990) and is proved as a culturally unbiased instrument, thereby facilitating further 
cultural comparison. 
«1 
Altogether, Schwartz (1992) has presented conceptual and operational 
definitions for ten motivational domains, namely Self-direction, Stimulation, Hedonism, 
Achievement, Power, Security, Conformity, Tradition, Benevolence, and Universalism. 
The definitions of these value domains are illustrated in Appendix III. 
Procedure 
This study was carried out in all the undergraduate dormitories (altogether 13) 
in the Chinese University ofHong Kong (CUHK) and three undergraduate dormitories 
of the Hong Kong University (HKU). A slightly different recruitment procedure took 
place in these two institutes. 
• • 
Time 1 (Tl). In CUHK, with the assistance from the Student Affairs 
t 
Department, all the first year resident students were identified. Potential subjects 
received a letter introducing the study titled as “ That is what friends are for - a 
friendship study", follow up contacts were made in two days. 
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While at HKU, as first year resident lists were not available, the recruitment 
was concentrated on three hostels where all the potential roommate pairs were 
exhausted in a week . Subjects interested in the study received an introduction letter 
similar to that for CUHK subjects and an appointment was made immediately for the 
first data collection. 
Aside from recruitment, all the remaining procedures were identical. An 
appointment with each roommate pair was arranged two weeks after the beginning of 
school term (mid Sept.) when all the students had chosen their roommates and had 
moved into the dormitory for at least 3 days. This period was chosen so that all the 
roommates had at least some understanding of each other. All roommate pairs who 
reported acquaintance with their roommates ofless than a month were invited to the 
•i 
study and were instructed to answer a set of questionnaires at the beginning of the 
school term and six months later. In return, the subjects received a brief report of the 
study and a souvenir for their volunteer participation. 
After subjects were briefed on the purpose of this study, they received a set of 
questionnaires. They were advised to read through the instructions printed on the front 
page before the experimenter left. Ifonly one roommate was present, the experimenter 
came again in the next evening. Subjects were advised not to discuss the questionnaire 
until they had completed it. They were also guaranteed that all their information 
would be kept strictly confidential. The completed questionnaires were collected later . _ 
in the same evening. If the subjects were not present, additional attempts to collect the 
• 
questionnaire were made in subsequent evenings until the data were collected. 
Time 2 (T2). Each pair of roommates involved in this stage had six months of 
acquaintance since the first data collection. So, based on the date of the first data 
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collection, a precise period for each subject pair was calculated. Two weeks before 
the second data collection, each subject received a letter reminding them of the study 
and was informed that an appointment would be made within one week to confirm 
their availability. Subjects then were contacted in two days and appointments were 
arranged within a week. 
A similar procedure was adopted as at T1. But, subjects were also required to 
rate their roommates' personality and value orientation, which they were not to 
disclose to their roommates. Therefore, subjects were required to seal their completed 
questionnaires with a sticker provided and had their names signed on it. Souvenirs 
were presented upon completion. 
Analyses and Results 
»» 
This section begins with scale and index construction, then psychometric properties 
of the major scales used are reported. The relation between one's perceived friendship 
development and different psychological constructs will then be examined in different ways. 
Finally, the Reciprocated Friendship (RF) and the Reciprocated Non Friendship (RNF) were 
compared. 
Before going into the next part, it is instructive to give a brief account on those 
subjects who dropped out in the middle of the study. At T1, there were 171 pairs of 
roommates (77 pairs of males and 94 pairs of females), while 131 remained at T2 ( 46 
males pairs and 85 female pairs), with their mean acquaintances of 18.04 and 202.3 days at 
T1 and T2 respectively. 
I 
An attrition analysis, using the MANOVA procedure, was conducted. No significant 
differences in subjects' self reported personality profiles, values profiles or their friendship 
strengths at T1 between those who quit and those who remained in were found. This lack of 
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difference suggests that the remaining subjects pool was a representative sample of those 
who dropped out. Therefore, only subjects who completed the whole study were included in 
the following analyses. 
Scale Composition 
Two categories of indices were composed. The first relates to friendship strength 
and the other concerns different types of similarity effects and angel effects. 
Identifying Chinese friendship strength. Items in the Acquaintance Description 
Form (ADF) were factor analyzed. For the sake of simplicity and clarity of the analyses 
and latter interpretation, it was necessary to reduce the items from the original ten 
subscales into a smaller number of factors. Furthermore, as it is possible that Chinese may 
have different understanding of friendship thereby producing a different grouping of the 
• * 
ADF items, an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was performed. First, all the 70 ADF 
items at T1 were subjected to EFA using the maximum likelihood estimation, with a 
varimax rotation followed to identify orthogonal dimensions. A two factor model emerged, 
with 34% of the total variance explained. This model was further supported by the cross-
validation using the T2 data, with the same procedure followed. Forty-one percent of the 
variance was accounted for at T2 and the coefficients of congruence for both factors 
exceeded 0.9. 
Close inspection of the structure matrices revealed that the first factor was defined 
by those items which originally resided in the relationship rewards, person qua person, . 
m* 
involuntary dependence, and other positive aspects scales of the ADF. Therefore, it was 
• 
named Friendship Strength (FS). The second factor, which consisted of a collection of 
items concerning relationship maintenance problems and relationship differentiation, but did 
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not have a strong connection to our present research. It was thus discarded from further 
consideration. 
One FS index for each stage was composed by summing all the items in FS with 
loadings higher than 0.4 at both stages. Altogether there were 41 items included in FS at 
both stages and high reliabilities (with Cronbach alphas exceeding 0.90) were achieved. 
Similarity indices. Two sets of similarity indices were generated for both Sino-
American Person Perception Scale (SAPPS) traits and Schwartz Value Survey (SVS) 
domains at each stage: The Self-Self Congruence (S-S C) indices and Self-Perceived Other 
Congruence (S-PO C) indices. 
S-S C This set ofindices is the absolute difference between one's self and his/her 
roommate's self ratings (on each personality or value dimension). Therefore, a 
$* 
lower S-S C score of a particular dimension indicates a smaller discrepancy between 
roommates' self perception on that dimension, and indicates that they are more 
similar. They were all characterized by the prefix S-S C � d e n o t i n g the Self-Self 
Congruence, and followed by the construct and stage involved; for instance, 
S-S C_Po2 is the Self -Self Congruence ofPower measured at T2. 
S-PO C The other set of similarity indices is the absolute difference between the 
individual's self perception and the perception ofhis/her roommate on a particular 
dimension. Similarly, a lower S-PO C index indicates a higher perceived similarity. 







The means and reliability coefficients ofFS, SAPPS traits, and SVS domains at 
T1 and T2 are reported in Table 1 respectively. Most scales reached an acceptable 
reliability level, with their Cronbach alphas ranging from .53 to .84 
Insert Table 1 about here 
Individual Perception of Friendship: Individual Level Analysis 
As each subject evaluated his/her relationships separately, roommates' results may 
be quite different from each other. Therefore all the analyses reported in this section were 
based on the individual level. Thus, instead of 131 pairs of roommates, there were 262 
separate cases. A more restrictive statistical confidence level (^ < .005) was therefore 
«i 
adopted to adjust for the possible inflated error term when redundant information was used 
in the construction of the S-S C index (Gonzalez, 1993). 
Regression analyses were employed in the following analyses. It helps to find out, 
in general, to what extent that personality trait(s) and value domain(s), ofboth self reported 
and perceived ratings, contributed to perceived friendship development; and, in particular, 
which specific traits or domains delivered the most significant contributions. 
In order to control for the possible self perceptual bias, FS were regressed first on 
self-reported personality and values in a stepwise fashion. In the prediction ofFriendship 
Strength reported at both Time 1 (FS1) and Time 2 (FS2), self-reported Extroversion (Ext, 
«« 
SAPPS) entered in the equations, with fi = .18，p<.001 and fi= .21，p<.001 at T1 and T2 
• 
respectively. This indicated the tendency for extroverts, in general, to report higher 
friendship strength. So, in subsequent analyses, Extroversion will be firstly entered into the 
regression equations to control its effect on FS. 
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Previous study has showed that some personality traits and value domains are 
moderately correlated with each other (Luk & Bond，1993), implying the possibility of 
multilinearity effects; therefore, SAPPS and SVS were analyzed separately. 
Self -Self Congruence fS-S C). T1 predictors. After the effect of the Extroversion 
was removed, the S-S C indices of the ten SVS domains and eight SAPPS traits at T1 were 
regressed on the Friendship Strength at both T1 (FS1) and T2 (FS2), following the 
stepwise procedure (PESf = .01). No S-S C indices at T1 significantly predicted FS for 
either of these two scales. 
T2 predictors. Following the same procedure, Friendship Strength score (FS2) of 
T2 were regressed on the S-S C indices measured at the same stage. The Self-Self 
Congruence ofEmotional Stability (S-S C_Emo2, fi= .21, p< .001) from SAPPS and 
Tradition (S-S C_Tr2, fi= -.18, p<001) from SVS were found to be associated with FS2, 
with each explaining 4% of the variance. When the SAPPS and SVS were taken together, 
similar results were obtained and totally 10% of variance was accounted for [ F(3, 255)= 
9.84，2< .005, R^ = .10]. As a lower S-S C score denotes a smaller perceptual 
discrepancy between the roommates' self perception, a negative beta weight indicates the 
existence of a similarity effect. Therefore, the positive beta of S-S C_Em2 showed a 
complementarity effect instead. Results of S-S C of SAPPS and SVS were summarized in 
Tables 2 & 3 respectively. 
«• 




Self-Perceived Other Congruence (S-PO C). As perceived ratings were collected 
only at T2, so analyses of S-PO C indices were also limited to this stage. Following the 
same procedure, the effect of the self-rated Extroversion was first partialled out. 
Perceived similarity in Benevolence (S-PO C_Be2,辽=-.39, p<.005) and 
Universalism (S-PO C_Un2, g = -.20, p<.005) from SVS and perceived similarity in 
Openness (S-PO C_Ope2,辽=-.18, ^<.005) from SAPPS predicted Friendship Strength at 
Time 2 (FS2). While the first two value domains collectively explained 17% of the variance 
ofFS2, Openness alone accounted for 3%. 
However, when the SAPPS and SVS were analyzed together, only Benevolence (S-
P 0 C_Be2, fi = -.39, p<.005) entered the equation, with 16% ofthe variance ofFS2 
explained. S-PO C results are tabulated in Table 4. 
§t 
Insert Table 4 about here 
Angel effects. The self- Rated Angel effect (S-RA) contributed nothing to 
friendship. At the .005 significant level, no associations between self -perceived value 
orientation or personality traits and Friendship Strength (FS) as rated by one's partner were 
found at either stages of acquaintance. 
However, one's perception of roommate's Helpfiilness (P-0 A_Hel2, g= .40, 
E<.005) and Intellect (P-0 A _Int2, fi= .25, ^<.005) from the SAPPS , and Benevolence. 
«• 
(P-0 A _Be2, fi= .47, p<.005) and Power (P-0 A _Po, fi= -.23, p<.005) from the SVS did 
show a linear relation with FS2. Twenty-three and 22% percent of the FS2 the variance 
was explained by SAPPS dimensions and SVS domains respectively. Joint regression of 
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SAPPS and SVS dimensions produced a slightly different result with, Power removed 
from the equation and a total of 40% variance was accounted for. 
In short, individuals who perceived that their roommates were more helpful, 
intelligent, benevolent but less emphasis on power reported a stronger friendship. The 
regression results of the perceived angel effects were summarized in Table 5. 
Insert Table 5 about here 
Friendship Reciprocity： Dvadic Level Analysis 
Two special types of friendship were investigated in this section: The Reciprocated 
Friendship (RF) and Reciprocated Non Friendship(RNF). Unlike the Unreciprocated 
•* 
friendship in which one member evaluates the relationship significant higher or lower than 
the other, friends in these two relationships agreed on their evaluations of relationship, with 
the RF pairs reporting high friendship strength and RNF pairs reporting low. 
Based on their Friendship Strength reported at T2 (FS2), subjects first were classified 
into two types: The high and low FS groups. Roommate pairs who both reported strong 
friendship strength (high FS2) were categorized as RF while those pairs who both reported 
a weak friendship strength (low FS2) fell into RNF. The Unreciprocated friendship pairs 
were excluded. Altogether, 56 and 60 subjects were included in RF and RNF respectively. 
As the main objective in this section concerns the comparisons between the RF and. 
• “ 
RNF, a 2X2 (two levels of friendship and sex) analysis of variance (ANOVA) was 
• 
employed. Variables with ^ values above .05 were reported so as to provide a thorough 
understanding of different effects. 
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Self -Self Congruence (S-S C). At T1, significant group differences ofS-S C were 
found in Extroversion (S-S C_Extl- SAPPS, F(l,115) = 4.15 , p < .05) and Helpfulness 
(S-S C_Hell - SAPPS，F(l,115) = 14.5, p < .05); RF pairs showed more similarities in 
personality than did RNF pairs during their initial acquaintance. However, interaction of 
sex was also found in Extroversion. While men seek complementarity in Extroversion, 
women looked for similarity. 
At T2, members ofReciprocated Friend pairs were found to be more similar to each 
other in their value orientations rather than their personality. Significant group differences 
were found in two value domains: Benevolence (S-S C_Be2, £(1,115) = 8.10 , p < .05) 
and Tradition (S-S C_Tr2, F(l,115)= 5.10，p < .05) measured at T2. 
The means and standard deviations ofS-S C1 and S-S C2 ofSAPPS traits and SVS 
»i 
domains are summarized in Tables 6 & 7 respectively. 
Insert Tables 6 & 7 about here 
Self-Perceived Other Congruence (S-PO C). Four positive S-PO C effects were 
found in the SVS value domains at T2. Members ofReciprocated Friend pairs perceived 
their roommates as more similar to themselves in their value orientations than did those in 
the RNF. Significant differences were found in Universalism (S-PO C_Un2, F(l,115)= 
4.36 , u < .05 )，Benevolence (S-PO C_Be2,, £(1,115)= 9.18，^ < .05 ), Tradition (S-PO 
• • 
C_Tr2, ,F( l ,115) = 4.02 , £ < 0 5 ), and Conformity (S-PO C_Co2, F(l,115) = 5 . 6 7 , p < 
.05). The results of the S-PO C are summarized in Table 8. 
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Insert Table 8 about here 
Perceived Other Angel (P-0 A) Effect. Contrasted with the results of S-PO C, the 
S-PAs were found mainly in the SAPPS. Of the eight personality traits, five exhibited 
significant group differences: Openness (P-0 A_Ope2, £(1,115) =7.48 , g <.05), 
Extroversion (P-0 A_Ext2; F(l,115) = 7.32, ^_<.05), Helpfulness (P-0 A_Hel2,， 
F(l,115)= 3 4 . 2 , e < 0 5 ), Intellect (P-0 A_Int2; F(l ,115)=14.9, e < . 0 5 ),and 
Restraint (P-0 A_Res2, F(l,115) = 5.24 , p <.05). Members o fRF pairs perceived their 
roommates to be more open, extroverted, helpful, intellectual, and restrained than did 
members ofRNF pairs. 
“ 
Besides, significant differences were also found in two value domains, namely, 
Power (P-0 A_Po2, F(l,115) = 4.31, p < .05) and Benevolence (P-0 A_Be2; F(l,115) = 
20.13，£ <.05). While a positive S-PA was found in Benevolence, a negative one was 
found for Power, showing that roommates in RF pairs perceived their roommates as 
showing more emphasis on Benevolence but less on Power than did those in RNF. 
The means and standard deviation of SAPPS and SVS indices are summarized in 
Table 9. 




At different stages of friendship development, different similarity or angel 
effects ofvalue and personality dimensions were found. At the individual level, the 
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hypothesis that similarity in Helpfulness and Benevolence, given their special 
implication to interpersonal relationship, predict friendship strength at T2 is partially 
supported. However, only perceived similarity effects were found (Hypothesis I). 
Two of four Perceived-Other Angel (P-0 A) effects stated in Hypothesis II 
have demonstrated salient relation to the friendship development, namely Helpfulness 
and Intellect. In addition, P -0 A ofPower and Benevolence from SVS also 
demonstrated significant effects, thus confirming the notion that individuals are not 
only looking for similar qualities but also some socially desirable characteristics from 
their friends. 
In validating Duck's filtering hypothesis (Hypothesis III), only marginal 
support was reported at the individual analyses. While no S--S C ("actual" similarity) 
•• 
effects measured at T1 predicted FS at T2; only S-S C of Tradition from SVS and 
Emotional Stability from SAPPS measured at T2 predicted FS2. There is no evidence 
that personality and values influence different stages of friendship development because 
of their difference in accessibility. 
Despite the fact that most hypotheses are not fully supported at the individual 
analyses, results at the dyadic level are more encouraging. Generally, more similarity 
and angel effects were reported and most of the hypotheses were supported. This also 
echoes Lea's (1979) argument that a clearer picture of friendship can be revealed in a 
more fully developed mutual relationship (Hypothesis IV). Besides differed 
«• 
quantitatively from the individual level analyses, the comparison between the 
• 
Reciprocal Friendship (RF) and the Reciprocal Non Friendship (RNF) also unveil 
special relations between different variables and effects. For instance, careful 
inspection of the Perceived Other Angel (P-OA) and SelfPerceived Other Congruence 
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(S-PO C) revealed a special pattern that S-PO C's were found only in values and P-
OAs were mostly found in personality. The implication of this finding will be 
discussed. Furthermore, the discrepancy between the results obtained at different 
analysis levels suggests that the conceptualization of friendship itself could possibly 
generate inconsistencies in the interpersonal relationship research. Discussion of 
friendship reciprocity is included in an attempt to shed some light on the current 
inconsistent research findings 
In short, results obtained from the present investigation appear to suggest that 
friendship development is influenced by many different variables and effects, or 
perhaps even more complicatedly, their interactions. No single variable seems to be 
able to explain the whole relationship development process. Therefore, a 
»1 
multidimensional approach and more sophisticated methods ofinvestigation are urged. 
Variables in the Individual Perception of Friendship Development 
S-S C1 on FS1. No Self-SelfCongruence (S-S C) indices measured at T1 
predicted Friendship Strength (FS) at the same stage. Similar results have been 
demonstrated in a number of studies (Hill & Stull, 1981; Newcomb, 1961). This 
absence of relation can be attributed to the fact that both value and personality are 
rather deep concepts that it requires a longer time to observe their effects (Duck & 
Craig, 1978). Moreover, during the initial encounter, interactions between roommates 
mainly remain shallow, people try to be more polite and act closely according to social 
«• 
scripts, thus leaving few chances for personality and values to be observed (Altman & 
• 
Taylor, 1973). Furthermore, during this initial period ofacquaintance, the effects from 
those more observable variables like physical appearance and socioeconomic status 
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may overshadow those of the latent, less accessible constructs (Carli, Ganley & Otay, 
1991). 
(S-S C1) & (S-R A\) on FS2.As time passes, the chances for interaction 
increase, self-reported personality and values are expected to have a better prediction 
of friendship strength, for more is disclosed through roommates' interactions. 
However, no significant predictions for friendship strength (FS2) at T2 were reported 
for any Self-Self Congruence (S-S C1) measured at T. One is tempted to conclude 
that initial "actual similarity" effects fail to predict latter friendship development. 
Although the relative short period of acquaintance can still be one of the 
possible reasons for this lack of significance after even six month of acquaintance 
(especially when compared with Newcomb's 1 year study), more explanations are 
»1 
demanded. One of such can be the influence from the previous initial liking effect. As 
roommate pairs have to live together for as least one year, even if they disliked each 
other at the initial stage, it is therefore impossible for them to "filter" each other out 
totally; but, it is still possible for them to reduce their interaction. Thus, it is reasoned 
that as roommates reporting high FS1 ratings at T1 continued to develop their 
relationships, their personality and value orientations will then become important 
during this latter stage; however, subjects who reported low friendship strength in the 
initial acquaintance may tend to avoid or decrease ftirther interaction with their 
roommates, thus failing to discover the personality and values in the other which may 
• • 
have yield friendship. As Davis (1981) showed, the amount of interaction itselfis a 
• 
mediator of the similarity-attraction effect; therefore, even though personality and 
values are favorable for their friendship development, no significant effect will be 
observed because they may not interact sufficiently. 
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Based on this speculation, subjects were separated into high FS1 and low FS1 
groups, using the median split method. A clearer picture emerged when the regression 
analyses were repeated separately for each group. As predicted, no significant 
prediction was found in the group with low initial FS1 score. On the other hand, for 
high FS1 group, S-S C_Hell predicted FS2 with 4 % of variance explained, indicating 
a weak but still significant similarity effect. 
S-S C2 & S-R A2 on FS2. Both positive and negative Self-SelfCongmence 
(S-S C) effects were found at T2. Roommates who perceived themselves similar in 
Tradition (SVS) but complementary in Emotional Stability (SAPPS) at T2 reported 
higher FS2 scores. Again, no SelfRated Angel (S-R A) effects at this stage were 
found. 
$» 
As these effects were not reported in the T1 measures, subjects' self 
perceptions obviously have changed in this period. Given their dynamic nature, it is 
possible that subjects' self-perceptions are influenced by their roommates' perceptions 
projecting on them through their interaction in during this period. In fact, some have 
proposed that the perception of self is a reflection of generalized perception by our 
peers or close friends(Edwards & Klockars，1981; Mead, 1934; McNulty & Swann, 
1994). In friendship, this effect is even more salient when the relationship is extended 
and friends have more conversations (Deustch, Sullivan, Sage & Basile，1991). 
S-PO C2 & P-OA on FS2. Strong perceived similarity and perceived angel 
«• 
effects were demonstrated. Perceived similarity effects of Benevolence (S-PO 
• 
C_Be2) and Universalism (S-PO C_Un2 ) from SVS collectively explained 16% of the 
FS2 variance. The perceived angel effects of Helpfulness (P-OA_Hel2), and Intellect 
(P-OA_Int2) from SAPPS, and Benevolence (P-OA_Be2) from SVS altogether 
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accounted for 40% of the FS2 variance. Note that these two sets of predictors are 
independent, so that much FS2 variance has been explained. The implications of these 
value domains and personality traits will be discussed separately below. 
Personality. Altogether, two personality traits showed significant P-OA effects 
when the SVS value domains and SAPPS dimensions were analyzed separately, 
namely, Helpfulness and Intellect. In fact, the significance of these traits in friendship 
has been demonstrated in a relevant study ofideal friendship (Cheng et al., 1995). 
Again, using the SAPPS, subjects in Cheng et. al.'s study ranked Helpfulness and 
Intellect as the most desirable traits ofideal friends. It is evident that traits which are 
perceived to be most desirable in an ideal situation have strong influences in real life 
relationships. The Angel effect, like its similarity counterpart, tends to be highly 
« 4 
relationship-specific and occurs only in those dimensions which are meaningful and 
desirable to the relationship. 
Furthermore, it is argued that whether a variable exhibits perceived angel effect 
relates to the individual's expectation ofhis partner in the context of their 
relationships as well. Therefore, in different relationships, people's expectations and 
demands of their partners vary and result in perceived angel effects being found in 
different dimensions. For example, working relationships are more likely to emphasize 
dimensions like Application, and Emotional Stability; while being intelligent is more 
desirable to college friendship. 
• • 
Values. Given their special meanings for interpersonal relationships, the two 
• 
value domains, Universalism and Benevolence, are worthy to be discussed. By 
definition, friends sharing similar endorsement on these value domains hold similar 
views on helpfulness, responsibility, forgivingness, honesty, loyalty, love, true 
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friendship, concern the welfare of all people and nature (Schwartz, 1992). It is not 
difficult to tell that the qualities mentioned above relate closely to the way people 
interact in their daily life and these two dimensions can be considered as the internal 
elements of relationships. In fact, they are collectively named Self-Transcendence in 
the Schwartz circumplex model ofvalues. Thus, friends with similar orientation in 
these two values become more attracted to each other through the process which 
Byrne named consensual validation (Byrne, 1973). In fact, Curry and Emerson (1970) 
in their replication ofNewcomb's study of acquaintance have demonstrated that even 
sharing similar view towards a third person induces interpersonal attraction. 
The only negative Angel effect is found in the perceived roommate's power 
orientation (S-PO C_Po2), showing that high endorsement on this domain is generally 
•I 
considered as an unfavorable quality to friendship development. This may partly 
reflect the emphasis on harmony in the Chinese culture (Bond & Hwang, 1986，p241); 
in which individuals endorsing high on this domain is regarded as an aggressive and is 
not welcomed by their friends. 
In short, the argument that similarity and angel effects should be found in more 
specific dimensions which carry special meanings to the relationship is supported. 
Perceived similarity in Benevolence and Helpfulness were demonstrated as positive 
effects to relationship development in the present investigation. It is argued that these 
two dimensions, as being directly related to peoples' daily interaction, are universally 
m* 
desired components for all relationships. Some other aspects like perceived Intellect, 
t 
Power, and Openness were considered to be more important to college student 
friendship development. 
Reciprocated Friendship vs. Reciprocated Non Friendship 
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In the present investigation, analyzing friendship at both individual level and 
dyadic level produced a similar but not identical pattern of results, some special 
findings revealed in the latter case are discussed in the following sections. 
Self-Self Congruence effects. Results at the dyadic level suggests a more 
important role for S-S C in Reciprocated Friendship (RF) and Reciprocated Non 
Friendship (RNF). In short, reciprocated friends at T2 were more similar in self-rated 
Extroversion, and Helpfulness at T1, and Benevolence and Tradition at T2 than were 
the reciprocated non friend pairs. However, sex difference was also found in 
Extroversion, indicating that while women seek similarity in Extroversion, men seek 
complementarity in developing their relationships. 
A special pattern was observed. At T1, Self-Self Congruence (S-S C) effects 
t» 
were found only in personality, but not in values. On the other hand, values measured 
at T2 exclusively accounted for all the Self-Self congruence effects. This obviously 
confirms our hypothesis that personality is a more accessible constructs that its effect 
to relationship could be observed at the earlier acquaintance period while the 
influences from values can only be found at the latter acquaintance stage for their 
relatively deeper and less observable character (Hypothesis III). This also provides 
further support for Duck's filtering model. 
However, the fact that that no personality similarity can be found at T2 
demands some explanation and it can be attributed to the dynamic nature of 
w 
personality. With only a moderate correlation (ranging from .2 to .5) between self 
perceived personality ratings at T1 and T2, a considerable change in perception in 
one's personality traits was found across this time. Therefore, friends reporting to be 
similar at T1 may not also be similar on the same dimensions six months after. 
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Nonetheless, the self-perception at T1 was found to be powerful enough to produce 
influences to the latter friendship development. 
Perceived effects. Mirroring the results obtained from the at the individual 
level, results in the RF and RNF also showed that both perceived Angels effects and 
perceived congruence effects highly associated with friendship development at T2. 
Altogether, four Self-Perceived Other Congruence (S-PO C) effects were reported, all 
of them were found in value domains, while three Perceived-Other Angel (P-0 A) 
effects were found in personality traits and two in values. 
Again, this agrees with our argument that similarity effects for values and angel 
effects for personality are both important to friendship development. A clear 
differentiation of roles between values and personality is observed and their 
•* 
implications are detailed in the last part of the discussion. 
Conceptualizing friendship. Based on individual level analyses which did not 
impose any criteria on the mutual agreement of friendship strength between 
roommates, the S-S C did not have much influences on the relationship development 
and the filtering hypothesis is also not supported. However, investigation on the 
dyadic level by comparing the RF and RNF suggests a different conclusion. While 
perceived ratings are important, the contributions from the S-S C are also remarkable. 
It is evident that different conceptualization of friendship can indeed produces different 
conclusions in understanding friendship development. 
4T* 
While whether unreciprocated friendship should be included in the study of 
friendship and whether friendship should be analyzed at which level are still subjected 
to further investigation (Berg, 1984; Hays, 1985, Kandel, 1978; Lea, 1979)，it is 
instructive to acknowledge these issues when different research findings are compared. 
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“Perceived” vs. “Actual，, Effects 
The results from S-PO C and S-S C seem to suggest different types of 
similarity effects. While both similarity and complementarity effects were reported for 
S-S C, only similarity effects were found for S-PO C. It is possible that the perceived 
similarity effects are simply the result of distorted perception, the ‘actual，similarity 
scores, which are calculated from the roommates' self rating, can also be subject to 
similar bias. It seems a complicated issue to judge whether perceived or self ratings 
are more accurate measures. What seems important to the present study are the 
functions that these different similarity effects serve in friendship. It is argued that 
both actual and perceived similarity contribute to relationship development, but in 
different ways. 
f* 
Duck (1994), in his recent studies of communication, has suggested that 
similarity effects should be considered as a dynamic process rather than a static state. 
Perceived similarity, regardless of its accuracy, helps to promote further 
communication, and consequently more other personal aspects are disclosed, which 
further promote friendship development. In other words, the significance of perceived 
similarity effects does not derive from its accuracy but the functions it serves in further 
developing the relationship. 
On the other hand, it is evident that ‘actual，similarity can still affect to 
friendship development significantly even without being noticed. This can be explained 
• “ 
by the fact similar in actual terms enhances social interaction and thereby promotes 
friendship development. It is reasoned that as the relationship develops, the 
significance of actual similarity will eventually be unveiled. Funder and Colvin(1988), 
for instance, had demonstrated that the effect of acquaintanship was powerful, the 
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judgments by close acquaintances agreeing with each other and with subjects' self-
judgments much better than did judgments by strangers. 
To conclude, as it is evident that perceived similarity is strong predictor of 
friendship development; thus it deserves as much attention as the Self-Self Congruence 
("actual" similarity) effect. 
Perceived Similarity vs. Angel Effects: A Contrast Between Personality and Values 
While it appears that both similarity effects and angel effects contribute to 
friendship development, it is hard to image both effects occur on one dimension. 
Taking Helpfiilness as an example, suppose that a subject who perceived his roommate 
to be both very helpful and similar to himself reported a better relationship; these 
considerations immediately imply that only those who perceived themselves also high 
“ 
on helpfulness could report a strong friendship. Obviously, this does not match our 
results that no perception of self was found to predict friendship strength at any stage. 
To solve this problem, the results from the perceived effects at the dyadic level provide 
some hints. 
One possible solution requires the similarity effect and angel effect to be found 
on different dimensions. Our results agree closely with this notion and an interesting 
pattem has been demonstrated. All the five perceived similarity effects reported were 
found in values and six of eight perceived angel effects were SAPPS dimensions, two 
are from the SVS value domains. The only exceptional overlapping between the 
m* 
similarity effects was found in Benevolence. However, when the angel and similarity 
index ofBenevolence were regressed on FS2, only similarity effect sustained. 
It is argued that this separation ofinfluence may possibly be due to the different 
consensus on the agreements of the social desirability of the values and personality 
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dimensions. While it is seems an easy task to judge whether helpfulness is a socially 
desirable characteristic, it is rather difficult to tell whether emphasis on ,say, Tradition 
is socially desirable. People endorsing high on a particular value domain would 
probably evaluate this domain more positively than those endorsing low. With the 
possibility that any value domain can be somebody's guiding principle in their life, it 
therefore seems rather difficult to assign a definite social desirability score for each 
value. In other words, consensus is hard to reach for values. Thus, whether a friend 
scoring high on Tradition is attractive, depends very much on our evaluation ofthat 
value domain, therefore implying a similarity effect. 
On the other hand, there is less ambiguity for personality traits. Intelligent 
people are always positively evaluated independent of the rater's own self-perception 
»4 
(Cheng et al., 1995). This may help to explain why angel effects were mainly in 
personality, while perceived similarity effects were found only in values. 
This argument is further supported by two relevant studies in which real life 
same-sex, best friendship was investigated. While the first one relates to subjects' and 
their best friends' personality profiles (Ma, 1994), the second concems their value 
orientations (Lee, 1994). When asked to report the self and best same sex friend's 
personality on the SAPPS, subjects in Ma's study (1994) showed no correlation 
between self and perceived target ratings across the eight personality traits. However, 
it was found that subjects perceived their best friends as significantly higher than 
•« 
themselves in Helpfulness, Intellect, Restraint, and Emotional Stability. A reverse , 
pattern was observed when attention was shifted from personality traits to values. 
Following a similar procedure, Lee (1994) found a strong correlation between 
subjects' self reported and perceived best friends' value orientation. Of the ten SVS 
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value domains, eight exhibit significant correlations with Person rs exceeding the 0.3 
level. No difference between subjects' self reported and perceived best friends’ value 
endorsement was reported in any of the value domains, however. 
Therefore, it seems quite clear that the nature of a variable is the key factor in 
deciding whether similarity or angel effect can be found in relationship development. 
More attention is required to understand the characteristics of variables themselves and 
what function they have in the relationship. 
Conclusions 
As stated previously, the study of friendship is so complicated that it requires 
both sophisticated theories and methodology. Although approaches with different 
conceptualization of friendship, preferences on different levels of analyses, and 
»t 
different variables selected in one's investigation all help our understanding of 
relationship development. However, these diversity can also be the source of 
confusion if one fails to acknowledge their differences in methodology and theoretical 
orientations. 
In this study, issues of "actual" vs. perceived similarity effects, the relation of 
perceived Angel and similarity effects，and the analyses at two friendship level have 
been addressed. Attempts have also be made to understand how these effects work 
together to generate inconsistent findings reported in the previous research. Finally, by 
separating them from each other, a clearer and more encouraging picture emerged. 
m* 
In sum, it seems quite safe to suggest both angel and similarity effects are . 
relationship specific. Friends are not and need not to be similar in all aspects but in 
meaning dimensions. Different kinds of relationship which differ in their demands 
produces different similarity and angel effects. Moreover, the evidence that perceived 
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angel effects of personality and perceived value similarity effects relate to friendship 
strength closely suggests that variables with different natures produce somewhat 
different consequences for to a relationship and serve different functions. 
Furthermore, while both actual and perceived similarity effects contribute to friendship 
development, it is possible that they are taking different paths in affecting friendship 
development. However, the exact ways these effects influence to friendship and the 
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56 Table 2. 
Psychometric Properties of ADF, SAPPS, SVS Subscales 
T1 T2 
Mean Crobach Mean Crobach 
alpha alpha 
FS (ADF) 3.14 .92 3.15 .92 
APP (SAPPS) 4.49 .70 4.05 .69 
ASS 4.09 .72 4.05 .72 
EMO 4.01 .74 3.83 .74 
EXT 4.23 .82 4.08 .82 
HEL 4.43 .66 4.33 .66 
INT 4.42 .69 4.39 .69 
OPE 4.16 .80 4.09 .80 
RES 4.15 .70 4.13 .70 
AC (SVS) 4.24 .75 4.41 .81 
BE 4.91 .73 4.77 .87 
CO 4.06 .62 4.07 -:78 
HE 3.48 .57 3.76 .69 
P〇 2.85 .78 3.38 .84 
SD 4.64 .57 4.64 .78 
SE 4.60 .64 4.46 .81 
ST 2.98 .74 3.22 .83 
TR 2.85 .53 3.07 .80 
UN 4.34 .75 4.23 .85 
Note. N = 262. 
Schwartz value domains(SVS) Sino-American Person 
Perception Scale(SAPPS) 
P0 -- Power APP -- Application 
TR -- Tradition ASS -- Assertiveness 
AC -- Achievement EMO -- Emotional Stability 
BE -- Benevolence EXT -- Extroversion 
HE -- Hedonism HEL -- Helpfulness • 
UN -- Universalism INT -- Intellect 
ST —一 Stimulation OPE __ Openness . 
SD — Self Direction RES — Restraint ^ 
CO -- Conformity 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Means of S-S Cl Indices for Reciprocated Friendship (RF) and 
Reciprocated Non Friendship (RNF) 
Reciprocated Reciprocated 
Friendship Non Friendship 
APP1 (SAPPS) .96 1.03 
ASS1 1.40 1.03 
EM01 1.09 1.32 
EXT1 1.04 1.38* 
HEL1 .64 1.28** 
INT1 .88 .84 
0PE1 1.17 1.48 
RES1 1.10 1.04 
AC1 (SVS) 1.07 1.26 
BE1 .75 .91 
C01 1.13 1.44 
HE1 2.17 2.20 
P01 1.61 1.48 “ 
SD1 .58 .79 
SE1 1.09 .80 
ST1 1.91 2.26 
TR1 1.20 1.35 
UN1 1.07 .78 
Note. N = 116. 
* £ < .05, two tailed; ** £ < .005, two tailed. 
Schwartz value domains(SVS) Sino-American Person 
Perception Scale(SAPPS) 
P0 -- Power APP -- Application 
TR -- Tradition ASS -- Assertiveness 
AC -- Achievement EMO -- Emotional Stability 
BE -- Benevolence EXT -- Extroversion • 
HE -- Hedonism HEL -- Helpfulness 
UN -- Universalism INT -- Intellect . 
ST -- Stimulation OPE -- Openness — 
SD -- Self Direction RES -- Restraint ‘ 
CO -- Conformity . 




Means of S-S C2 Indices for Reciprocated Friendship (RF) and 
Reciprocated Non Friendship (RNF) 
Reciprocated Reciprocated 
Friendship Non Friendship 
APP2 (SAPPS) 1.06 1.13 
ASS2 1.20 1.17 
EM02 1.25 1.03 
EXT2 1.02 1.35 
HEL2 .80 .93 
INT2 .77 .92 
OPE2 1.22 1.35 
RES2 1.06 .89 
AC2 (SVS) 1.10 .95 
BE2 .75 1.11** 
C〇2 1.22 1.13 
HE2 1.63 1.75 
P02 1.36 1.33 “ 
SD2 .81 .88 
SE2 .90 .82 
ST2 1.42 1.90 
TR2 .91 1.41* 
UN2 .86 .94 
Note. N = 116. 
* £ < .05, two tailed; ** £ < .005, two tailed. 
Schwartz value domains(SVS) Sino-American Person 
Perception Scale(SAPPS) 
P0 — Power APP — Application 
TR — Tradition ASS -- Assertiveness 
AC — Achievement EMO -- Emotional Stability 
BE -- Benevolence EXT -- Extroversion . 
HE -- Hedonism HEL -- Helpfulness 
UN -- Universalism INT -- Intellect ‘ 
ST 一一 Stimulation OPE _ 一 Openness -
SD — Self Direction RES -- Restraint 
CO -- Conformity . 




Means of S-PO C2 Indices for Reciprocated Friendship (RF) and 
Reciprocated Non Friendship (RNF) 
Reciprocated Reciprocated 
Friendship Non Friendship 
APP2 (SAPPS) .98 1.11 
ASS2 1.49 1.22 
EM02 1.25 1.20 
EXT2 1.12 1.37 
HEL2 .99 .97 
INT2 .74 .76 
OPE2 1.10 1.29 
RES2 .91 .90 
AC2 (SVS) 1.06 1.26 
BE2 .66 1.21** 
C02 .65 1.07* -
HE2 1.41 1.51 
P02 1.16 1.34 
SD2 .80 .94 
SE2 .68 1.01 
ST2 1.45 1.60 
TR2 .74 1.20* 
UN2 .67 1.07* 
Note. N = 116. 
* £ < .05, two tailed; ** p < .005, two tailed. 
Schwartz value doinains(SVS) Sino-American Person 
Perception Scale(SAPPS) 
P0 -- Power APP -- Application • 
TR -- Tradition ASS -- Assertiveness 
AC _- Achievement EMO -- Emotional Stability . 
BE -- Benevolence EXT -- Extroversion -
HE -- Hedonism HEL -- Helpfulness 
UN -- Universalism INT -- Intellect • 
ST -- Stimulation OPE -- Openness 
SD -- Self Direction RES -- Restraint 
CO ——Conformity 




Means of P-0 A2 Indices for Reciprocated Friendship (RF) and 
Reciprocated Non Friendship (RNF) 
Reciprocated Reciprocated 
Friendship Non Friendship 
APP2 (SAPPS) 4.64 4.66 
ASS2 4.60 4.28 
EM02 4.42 4.06 
EXT2 4.57 3.77** 
HEL2 4.97 3.92** 
INT2 4.81 4.22** 
OPE2 4.31 3.63** 
RES2 4.45 4.04* 
AC2 (SVS) 3.84 3.83 
BE2 4.67 3.74** 
C02 4.06 3.68 
HE2 3.58 4.00 
P〇2 3.12 3.68 
SD2 4.32 3.96 ., 
SE2 4.07 3.81 
ST2 3.04 2.71 
TR2 3.15 2.80 
UN2 3.77 3.40 
Note. N = 116. 
* £ < .05 two tailed; ** £ < .005, two tailed. 
Schwartz value domains(SVS) Sino-American Person 
Perception Scale(SAPPS) 
P〇 - - P o w e r APP -- Application 
TR -- Tradition ASS -- Assertiveness 
AC -- Achievement EMO -- Emotional Stability 
BE -- Benevolence EXT -- Extroversion . 
HE -- Hedonism HEL -- Helpfulness ‘ 
UN -- Universalism INT -- Intellect 
ST -- Stimulation OPE -- Openness ‘ 
SD -- Self Direction RES -- Restraint ‘ 
CO -- Conformity 
SE -- Security ‘ 
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Appendix I The SAPPS - short form 
Emotional Stability 
Unhurried & unworried ——Tense & doubtfUl 
Relaxed ---- Unrest 
At ease ——Nervous 
Even-tempered ——Temperamental 
Extraversion 
Sociable — Unsociable 
Passionate ——Cold 
Talkative ---- Quiet 
Extroverted ---- Introverted 
Application 
Hardworking ——Lazy 
Promising & diligent in work ---- Dispirited 
Work hard without drawing ---- Talk without talking action 
Practical -…Impractical 
Openness to Experience 
Prefer variety ---- Prefer regularity 
Adventurous …-Conservative 
Prefer novel ways -— Follow routine 
Eager to change ---- Satisfied with status quo 
Assertiveness 
Determined ---- Hesitant 
Independent -— Dependent 
Forceful — Submissive 
Individualistic ---- Conforming 
Restraint 
Thorough ----Careless 
Cautious ---- Rash 
Conscientious ---- Negligent 




Kind ---- Unkind 
Quick to admit own errors ---- Inclined to defend own errors 
Intellect 
Intelligent ---- Unintelligent 
Analytical ---- Unanalytical — 
Refined ---- Vulgar in taste 
Perceptive ——Imperceptive • 
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Appendix II Definitions of SVS ten Value Domains 
Self-Direction 
Independence in thought and action, needs for control and mastery, and 
interactional requirements of autonomy and independence. 
Stimulation 
Need for variety and stimulation, seeking to maintain an optimal level 
of activation. 
Hedonism 
Needs for pleasure seeking. 
Achievement 
Pursuit personal success through demonstrating competence according 
to social standards. 
Power 
Need for attaining or preserving a dominant position within a general 
social system. “ 
Security 
Emphasis on safety, harmony, and stability of society, ofrelationship, 
and of self. 
Conformity 
Restraint of actions, inclinations and impulses to upset or harm others 
and violate social expectations or norms. Emphasis on self-restraint in 
everyday interaction, usually with close others. 
Tradition 
Concem the respect, commitment, and acceptance of the customs and 
ideas that one's culture or religion impose on the individual. 
Benevolence 
Concem for close others' welfare in everyday interaction. -
t 
Universalism 
Understanding, appreciation, tolerance, and protection for the welfare 
of all people and for nature. 
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Appendix III - Definitions of the 14 friendship ADF domains 
Voluntary Interdependence 
The degree to which a subject commits free or otherwise uncommitted time to interaction 
with his or her TP apart form pressures or constraints external to relationship itself. 
Person-qua Person 
The degree to which a subject responds to his or her TP with a personalized interest or 
concern, i.e. as unique, genuine, and irreplaceable in the relationship. 
Utility Value 
The degree to which a subject regards his or her TP as willing to use time and resources to 
help the subject meet needs or reach personal goals. 
Ego Support Value 
The degree to which a subject regards his or her TP as encouraging, reassuring and, in 
general, behaving ways that help the subjects maintain an impression ofh im or herselfas a 
competent, worthwhile person. 
Stimulation Value 
The degree to which a subject regards his or her TP as interesting, stimulating, and capable 
offostering an expansion or elaboration of the subject's knowledge. 
Self-affirmation Value 
The degree to which a subject regards his or her TP as behaving in ways that facilitate the 
recognition and expression of the subject's more important and highly valued setf-attributes. 
Security Value 
The degree to which a subject regards his or her TP as safe and non-threatening due to a 
disinclination to behave in ways that would betray trust, cause embarrassment, or draw 
attention to the subject's points of weakness or self-doubt. 
Maintenance Difficulty O'ersonal & Situational) 
The degree to which a subject finds it necessary to spend time and efforts clarifying actions 
or comments, correcting or avoiding misunderstandings or，in general, exercising patience 
and restraint to keep his or her relationship with TP form deteriorating or dissolving. 
Global Favourability 
The degree to which a subject responds to his or her TP in a globally positive or negative 
way. A non-substantive scale used as a correction factor for various purposes 
Exclusiveness 
The degree to which a subject regards his or her relationship with TP as strictly dyadic by 
expecting and claiming proprietary access to specified forms of interaction and mutually 
involving activities. 
Salience of Emotional Stability 
The degree to which a subject regards overt expressions of positive affect such as liking, 
affection and personal appreciation an essential aspect o fh i s or her relationship to be 
influenced by social norms and the expectation of relevant other people. 
Social Regulation 
The extent to which the subject regards specified forms of interaction in his or her • 
relationship to be influenced by social norms and the expectations of relevant other peeple. 
Permanence • 
The degree to which a subject regards his or her relationship with TP to be either difficult or 
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6 -永遠地、不變地、無例外地 肯定地、無疑地 
5 -幾乎永遠地 非常可能、幾乎無疑地 
4 - 通 常 地 很可能 
3 -大約一半時間 可能 
2 - 很 少 很可能不 
1 -幾乎從不 非常可能不 
0 - 從 不 肯定不 
6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
L >>^  _ >^«* «—* <^ ^ —L. ―^  — -J— ~— — ―^  — ―^  -J~ - ^ - — � 
肯 可 肯 
定 能 定 
地 / 不 
/ 大 / 
永 約 從 




1 .他 /她的一些思想和意見能剌激我對一些事物 6 5 4 3 ‘：丨1 0 
有新的和不同的想法。 
2 . 如果我需要金錢應急的時候，我相信他 /她會 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
願意借給我的。 
3 . 在日常生活中，他 /她使我容易表現自己最 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
主要之特質。 
4 . 由於我與他 /她之關係是「一對一」的協定， 6 5 4 3 : 1 0 
所以除非他/她和我都同意结束這關係，否則 
我們不應與其他人建立同樣之關係。 
5 . 他 /她的待人態度令人覺得很難和他 /她相處。 6 5 4 3 ) 1 0 
- 厂 
6 . 如果我的成就顯示出我的幹練，我相信他 /她 6 5 4 3 � 1 :r) 
會留意及欣賞我的。 
7 . 他 /她真的是個討人喜歡的人。 6 5 4 3 ， i 
8 .和他 /她在一起，我會感覺到我的情緒有著強烈 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
的起伏。 
9 .我可與他 /她暢所欲言，而不用擔心自己會因 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
為昧話而遭受識笑及批評。 
1 0 .因為我們之間的關係，大多數人會認為我和 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
他/她應有相當時間在一起。 
11.如果多天沒有與他/她聯絡而又沒有原因的話， 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
我會特別接觸他/她以保持聯繁。 
1 2 .如果他 /她因某些原因離開我，我會十分懷念 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
與他/她一起的日子。 
1 3 .如果被問及我與他 /她之關係會維持多久，我 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
會說「至死不瑜」。 
1 4 .他 /她和我之生活情況，使我們的關係容易維 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
持。 
*j 
1 5 .當我們一起工作，他 /她可激使我思考著手工 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
作及解決問題之新方法。 
1 6 .他看來真的喜歡幫助我。 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
1 7 .他使我容易在他面前流露我的真正想法和感覺。 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
1 8 .因為我與他 /她之關係不會惹人妒忌，所以若 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
他/她與其他人有同樣之關係，我會覺得毫無 
問題。 
1 9 .我會為了維繁與他 /她之關係而放棄自己的方 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
法做事。 
2 0 .假若當我正陷於困窘的局面，我相信他 /她會 6 5 4 3 2 • 1 0 
盡力使我沒那麼難受。 
2 1 .若要我舉出一些朋友最能反映人類最美好的 6 5 4 3' 2 1 0 
特質，他會是其中之一。 • 
2 2 .當我和他 /她在一起時，我們會用一些時間 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
講及我們關係中一些好的感覺與事情。 
2 3 .他 /她會以看似沒有傷害力的笑話或評語奚落 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
我和使栈困窘。 
2 4 .如我切黃地細想，我會說我與他/她一起的原 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
因最少一半是基於他人的期望或社會蹈力， 
而不是因為我們真的想在一起。 
2 5 .假若我與他 /她能安排一日假期，我會嘗試编 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
排與他/她同一天放假。 
2 6 .由於他有很多令人欣賞的特質，我認為他是 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
很獨特的。 
2 7 .我認為我與他 /她之關係是垣久的，故若他 / 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
她搬往另一城市居住，我會同往該地以保持 
我們的關係。 
2 8 .基於某一些非我們所能改變的因素，我和他 / 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
她之關係存在著一定程度上的緊張。 
2 9 .若不是他 /她，我相信我是不會參加一些我現 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
在覺得很有趣的新活動。 
3 0 .當我時間緊迫或有緊急事故，我可以依賴他 / 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
她幫我把事情安排得更易處理 ° 
3 1 .他 /她對待我的方式能鼓勵我做回“真我 "。 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
3 2 .基於我們的獨特關係，若他 /她或我與其他人 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
做某些我們慣常一起做的事，我會以為是不適 
當的。 
3 3 .當談及一些他 /她認為十分敏感或具議論性的 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
問題時，我會很謹慎。 
3 4 .當我有所成就或走好運時，我相信他 /她也會 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
替我高興。 
3 5 .他 /她有著某些個人特質，差不多和他 /她相热 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
的人都尊敬和欣賞他/她。 
3 6 .假若我切黃地细想我與他 /她的關係，我可以 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
說有很多事情比情感方面更為重要。 
3 7 .我可以很自然地向他 /她透露我的私陳或個人 L 5 4 3 2 1 0 
資料，因為他不是一個會利用這些資料而陷我 厂 
不利的人。 
3 8 .很多我相識的人，對我與他 /她之關係的責任 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
問題會有某些想法，如果我不能達到這期望， 
他們會表達強烈的不滿。 
3 9 .若我決定了在某日出外旅遊渡假，及後知道 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
他/她會於之後一天去同一地方，我會認真考 
慮延遲一天以便與他/她同遊。 
4 0 .若要我老黄地想及我和他 /她之關係，我會以 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
假真誠及虛偽來形容他/她。 
4 1 .當我感到我們的關係不令人滿意時，我能很容 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
易終止它。 
4 2 .即使我們雙方都沒有錯，我們也要很努力才可 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
把關係維持下去。 
4 3 .當我們談及有關係信念，對事物的態度和意見 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
時，他/她能使我有新的啟示。 
4 4 .即使我的工作和計劃與他 /她無直接關係，他 / 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
她仍願意花上時間和精力來達成我的心願。 
4 5 .他 /她明瞭對我最重要的個人目標和理想，並 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
鼓勵我去追尋它們。 
4 6 .由於我覺得我們的關係是獨有的，我會覺得與 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
其他人有相同的關係是錯的。 ” 
4 7 .當我和他 /她有衝突和誤會時，我相信他 /她會 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
耐心和體琼地转聽我的意見。 
4 8 .他 /她能令我過於重視自己的成就而又不會太介 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
懷我的過失。 
4 9 .他 /她是一個令人樂於接近的人。 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
5 0 .假若我設黃地想想，我覺得我黃在花了太少時 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
間去想及我們關係中有經歷的一些情感。 
5 1 .與他 /她一起時，我可以完全放下餐誡，因他 / 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
她會避免做些令我難受或自卑的事。 
5 2 .因為我與他 /她之關係，我們所作的事在很大 6 5 4 3 2 � . 0 
程度上是受我們對社會的責任所影響。 _ 
5 3 .當我打算安排一些消遣活動時，我會嘗試聯絡 6 5 4 3 2 1 "o 
他/她，看看我們是否可以一起去。 
5 4 .有他 /她相伴，有著一種難以言喻的樂趣，是 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
其他相識的朋友不能取彳戈的。 
5 5 .即使我與他 /她之關係因某些事情的發生而不再 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
令人滿意，我仍會基於法律，道德或倫理的 
考慮而組讀下去。 
5 6 .礙於一些我們無法控制的外介因素，我漸覺這 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
段關係所帶來的困擾比缩绩維持這段88係的價 
值更大。 
5 7 .當我們共同做事時，他 /她能激使我思索新方 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
法，继而著手工作及解決困難。 
5 8 .當我受傷或生病時，我信賴他 /她會替我把事 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
情打點好，令事情更易處理。 
5 9 .與他 /她一起工作可使我察覺到自己的長處和 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
特質。 
6 0 .由於我覺得我們的關係應是“一對一“的，固 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
此若他/她與别人有相同的關係，我會感很失 
望。 
6 1 .當我與他 /她討論一些敏感和富爭議性的問題 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
時，我相信與他/她的溝通會因此而中斷。 
6 2 .縱使我未能在重要的事情上表現能幹，不如 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
理想，他/她仍使我感到自己是個有價值的人。 
6 3 .我很容易便可想到稱讚他 /她的說話。 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
6 4 .若我要舉出一些我們關係冲最重要的事，我相 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
信一些令雙方喜悅的慼受定是其一。 
6 5 .他 /她能很快指出我性格上的缺點。 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
6 6 .我若客觀地想想，我覺得社會有一定的法則 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
内約束我和他/她的關係。 
6 7 .我與他 /她一起工作未必是因為我對工作本身 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
感興趣，而是因為我與他 /她一起感到快樂。 
6 8 .若有事影響我與他 /她之交往，我定畲很想念 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
他/她。 
6 9 .假若我設黄地想想，在有需要時，我與他 /她的 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
關係是很容易被中斷的。 




價 值 觀 問 卷 
作 答 指 示 
谊 份 問 卷 須 要 面 下 商 問 你 自 已 • • 「 8 我 自 已 來 我 ， 什 8 8 3 8 是 0 人 的 重 要 承 則 ， 什 
麽 3 0 8 是 校 不 重 要 的 ？ 」 
I I 
下 面 有 兩 0 § ( 5 8 列 表 。 這 些 贾 值 8 是 取 : 材 自 不 同 的 女 化 。 毎 8 § ( 2 0 旁 部 存 一 哲 解 釋 
该 詞 的 句 子 ， 希 望 鹿 努 助 8 下 5 解 该 3 的 重 8 。 i 




5 -表示這&僵015是非8重要的。 I 
I 
I 
分 8 ( 8 , 1, 2 ， 3 ， 4 , 5, 6 ) 越 高 ， 表 示 逭 0 3 3 5 1 8 你 的 9 人 準 萌 越 是 重 要 。 
I 
-1 -表示任何與你的鼓人準迎相反的信值段。 i 
1 ‘表示8运3(直§8»的8人準則是至為重要的丨一6來较，最多只齐兩包這樣的 
i d g o i 
• ‘ 
I 
誘 把 兹 巨 字 （ - 1 , 9, 1, 2, 3 ， < , 5, 6, 7 ) 1 1 § | 在 毎 《 8 值 技 前 的 空 位 内 ， 以 反 
快 § 0 僵 ( 1 1 ! 费 你 & 人 的 重 要 程 度 。 i 
i 
講 § 量 ？ 1 甩 所 有 的 8 目 字 以 區 3 各 苗 值 8 之 差 異 ， 有 查 9 字 》 将 含 用 多 运 一 次 的 。 
作 為 n 的 8 t k ’ 承 9 ^ . 這 3 值 8 是 ： 
與 我 的 ® 不 重 非 常 至 為 
S S n S 要 重要 S 要 $ 要 
- 1 9 1 2 3 { 5 5 1 
在 你 同 抬 0 答 前 ， ^ ？ 先 组 閱 1 - 3 9 5 ? 的 | 8 1 值 5 , 然 後 8 出 一 | 5 8 你 來 狡 是 至 為 重 要 
fiSffla.並把它商§來&给予分6�苗著，詩$出舆ft相反的affis, ^ ¾ , ivi. 
凍 出 & 你 來 說 長 不 重 要 的 信 ( 1 酉 》 詩 把 它 8 ! 起 來 並 按 其 重 要 程 度 给 予 - 1 , 8 , ¾ 丨 分 。 
§ 後 ， 詩 把 其 8 ^ 的 3 3 8 评 分 （ 至 第 三 十 蛋 ） 。 
U J L j L r . 
1 _ — — 平 等 （ 各 人 3 會 均 等 ） 
2 一 _ _ _ ^ ^ ! 1 安 丨 ? . （ 冉 6 平 》 ) 
作 為 我 的 《 人 承 科 , 直 8 丨 1 8 是 ： 
舆 我 的 濱 不 重 非 常 至 為 
( ！ 西 相 反 要 重 要 重要 重 要 
-1 9 1 2 3 { 5 6 1 
3 - - - — 社 會 《 力 （ 2 斜 及 支 6 他 人 的 力 《 ) 
f - - - - - R S ( « 3 » 望 ） 
5 - — - - 自 由 （ 行 勤 及 思 § 自 由 ） 
8---—精梓生活（生活中強费9押而非85注的亊») 
7 - — — S l S ( § 受 到 ! ? ! 人 》 自 己 的 « « ) 
8 - - - - - l t t f i 2 i l ( 社 會 的 8 定 ） 
9 一 一 - 一 桓 莉 激 的 人 生 （ 一 些 《 8 性 的 3 8 ) 
ie—_一人生1義（生命的目的） 
1 1 - — — S 8 ( f f g , 良好的態度） 
1 2 - — - - 宮 有 （ 8 有 坊 § 及 金 « ) 
1 3 - - - - - 阁 家 安 全 （ S i H i , 免 受 « 人 § 8 ) 
H-一一自《 ( 肯 定 自 已 的 自 技 面 ® ) 
1 5 - — “ 報 恩 / 0 報 3 人 的 § 8 (8免欠下別人的人请） 
1 6 - - - - -抓造力（S f 5 S L 富 § ( $ 力 ） . 
口 - — - - 世 界 和 平 （ 世 界 没 有 3 爭 及 8 . 突 ） 
1 8 - ” 一 9 重 傳 统 （ ( 5 留 年 代 久 § 的 習 浴 ） 
1 3 - 一 一 成 » 的 愛 （ § 倩 上 及 待 » 上 十 分 钱 密 ） . r 
2 0 一 一 - 自 律 （ 自 8 & 束 ， 抗 拒 8 6 ) \ 
21--—-MR (农《&贤!1界） 
2 2 - - — - 家 庭 安 0 ! ( 所 2 的 人 ( } 到 安 . 金 ） 
2 3 - - - - - 社 會 8 可 （ 別 人 的 》 5 , 弦 許 ） 
• ； * : -‘ , . -
‘. r •- , . 
^ _ a i l L ^ i J I A J l i L . § s <s ^'% 
P ! S f i S 1 不 ® 非 忠 至 為 
^ 貝 相 反 要 $ 要 重要 5 要 
• I 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 . 
1 
2^ — — - 跟 3 « 合 成 - - 5 ； ( 6 8 大 自 然 ） 
2 5 _ — _ _ 充 « § 化 的 人 生 （ 生 活 中 充 》 拱 3 , ? 化 8 千 及 新 奇 的 ？ 伤 ） 
2 6 _ _ _ — § y (成8 « 5 5«?生命） i 
2 7 - _ - — (SJj ( 8 « 农 令 令 之 挖 « ) 
2 8 “ — _ 真 正 友 £ ( 奴 密 的 友 药 ， 一 空 支 持 你 的 朋 友 > 
2 9 _ _ _ _ _ 美 好 的 世 界 （ 大 0 « 及 8 術 的 美 ） 
3 9 - _ „ - 社 § 公 8 ( 纟 | | 1 不 公 平 的 1 ! 5 況 ， 殴 1 1 弱 小 ） 
HJLKA^ 
現 在 S I； a ¢1 (5 S M iyLLfijSJl ir t S.要g度而给予分3。這空S IK'SS ffl不质形式 
的 行 為 來 表 達 。 對 U 來 S , 它 f i t\ g不同的重要性0舆前面的a法一 S . 諸 f t § 里 f l 
用 所 有 的 a 目 宇 以 E §5不同的g ii g。 
在 » 開 始 作 答 前 ， 结 先 釣 閲 3 I - 5 6 a W 0 f i g , « K S S - fl R fe $ ^ S g g i 
的 ， 並 把 它 同 起 來 a fS其i要P=度i)予分兹。S著，^凍出ft S反S的S (i g . g S 
,荆3凍出對》夾說是最不重要的0(35„ 9把它照起來並给？ -1, 8 或 1 分。 g 
後 • 詩 把 其 t t 的 a IS a 1?分� 
f y L M L i L L J J L . g S (g fI g •  
^ S ( f J S 不 1 非常 5 ¾ 
伍 5 ffl反 要 I g I 要 运要 
- 1 0 1 2 3 ^ 5 5 ‘ 7 
• 
3 1 - — — S i ( R S S f i , 3 ^ s g ) 
•I 
3 2 - : . _ S ^ ( 2 f t f f i i 3 6 < l S i ) h 5 1 i a ! 
3 3 . , . . . 2 ¾ ( 貝 朋 友 及 图 盈 忠 心 ） 
3 < -一一齐野心 ( S S . t J ^ f t ) 
3 5 - - - - - ? f f ! E f S ( g n n T ^ ‘^！ 5 I 5 fi $ ) ‘ 
4 
TP e U d-1 B1 A (¾ g'l . E lfi )E S 定 • 
舆 我 的 5 不 重 非 需 至 為 
值 8 相 反 要 重 要 重要 fig 
- 1 8 1 2 3 < 5 5 / 
3 6 - - - — 3 ! S ( 3 3 . 不 2 « £ ) 
37一_-_勇於冒» ( 追 求 & 8 、 S K ) 
3 3 _ - - _ - S g 5 S l ( 途 護 大 自 然 ） 
39_——有彭§力（姥§8人和事） 
4 9 „ „ - « 8 / 8 重 父 母 & 畏 者 （ 表 逢 8 « ) 
4 1 - - - - - 蛋 序 自 己 的 目 8 ( 庚 8 皆 人 的 § 向 ） 
4 2 - _ — _ H S ( 生 5 及 心 理 上 8 有 毛 病 ） 
4 3 一 _ „ 能 铃 （ 有 才 能 ， 誘 壬 有 挖 , 有 致 宰 ） 
4 4 一 _ — 接 受 命 運 的 安 读 （ 质 1 ¥ 人 生 的 際 § ) 
^ 5 - - _ — S S ( 真 5 , g S ) 
4 6 _ — — 保 待 形 象 （ 0 存 自 己 的 顔 面 / 要 面 子 ） 
4 7 - — — « 8 ： 命 令 （ 有 貴 任 £ ? , 2 2 8 守 ） 
4 8 - - - — 想 明 （ 伎 3 分 明 ， 富 思 考 力 ） 
4 9 - - - - - ^ ！ 助 別 人 （ 為 別 人 的 幸 福 而 去 幹 ） 
5e_——享受生活（享受食«5, ¢ , 53瑕等等） 
5 1 - - — - 虔 誠 （ 忠 於 宗 & 6 8 1 及 6 念 ） 
5 2 _ - _ - _ 有 5 任 6 ( 可 依 《 , 可 信 任 的 ） 厂 
5 3 一 _ “ 好 奇 （ S ^ S $ & ^ S R S , i 8 S i 5 ^ 1 
5 4 - - _ - - 寬 宏 大 量 （ 頻 5 6 ! 恕 | 人 ） 
5 5 一 _ —成功（ 3 g g g ) 




矮 1 2 ‘ ^ ^ ^ 7 高 
‘ ！ 1 1 • I 1 
t 盖 十 





1. 安於現狀的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 勇於改革的 
2. 不慌不忙的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 緊張焦坦的 
3. 内向的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 外向的 
4. 勤力的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 荆惰的 
5. 緊張的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 輕鬆的 
6. 冷冰冰的 1 2 3 •• 4 5 6 7 熱情的‘ 
7. 好脾氣的 1 2 3 4 .5 6 7 壊脾氣的 
fi- 抵說不做的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ^^：教耕転的 
9. 神經緊張的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 從容自如的 
10. 蕃發的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 顏廢的 
11. 沉歡的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 多言的 
12. 赏際的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 不賓際的 
13. 好交際的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 不愛交際的 
14. 喜試新方法的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 跟從常規的 
15. 無^同察力的 1 2 5 4 5 6 7 有’洞察力的 
1 6 . 愛蜀險的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 保 守 的 
17. 智装的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 愚純的 
18.常為自己辯護的 i 2 3 4 5 6 7 勇於向人認錯的 
19. 甚歡受化的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 甚歡規律的 
20. 自私的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 不自私的 . 
21. 細心的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 粗心的 
22. 無分析力的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 有分析力的 ” 
23. 秀氣的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 俗氣的 . 
24. 疏忽的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 謹慎的 ’ 
25. 仁怒的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 不仁&^. 
26. 端莊的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 隨便的 
27- 依躲的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 獨立的 
28. 吝齒的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 懐慨的 
29. 立場強硬的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 順從的 
50. 輕率的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 小心的 
51. 随俗同流的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 我行我素的 
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